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Abstract

This paper models the interactions among technological innovation, product market com-

petition and information leakage via the stock market. Both duopoly �rms have an oppor-

tunity to invest in a risky technology. Information leakage caused by stock price movements

provides �rms with an option to delay investment as a follower based on better knowledge

about the innovation prospect. It may however discourage the leader from investing up-

front and lead to a lower e¢ ciency in the product market, when the cost of information

leakage overweights the innovation rent to the leader �rm. I show that the probability of

information leakage increases in the market size of the industry and the pro�tability of the

innovation. Price informativeness mostly improve investment outcomes. I provide the em-

pirical implications on �rms�IPO decisions and show that �rms are more likely to go public

when innovation investments are associated with higher pro�tability and large market size

in an industry with a lower level of competition. In the same circumstance, the investment

sensitivity of a �rm to the share prices of its competitor increases after it goes public. The

model and its results provide new insights on the indirect impact from �nancial markets on

the real economy.
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1 Introduction

Innovations are regarded as the mainspring of economic dynamics. While providing �rms

with advantages in competition, innovations are mostly subject to a large irreversible in-

vestment, uncertainty, and potentially asymmetric information. In this regard, the �nancial

market contributes to technological evolution by facilitating resource allocation, by �nancing

and evaluating R&D investments, and by providing channels of risk sharing and diversi�ca-

tion (Levine, 2005). It nevertheless exposes listed �rms to the risk of information leakage

related to their R&D progress, which is one of the main concerns in the IPO decisions of

innovation-intensive �rms.1 Information leakage changes the market positions of leaders and

the innovation rent they can seize, which thus a¤ects their incentives to invest. It conse-

quently in�uences the competition in an industry and also social welfare.

The direct and mostly discussed cause of information leakage are regulatory disclosure

requirements for public �rms. Little attention is paid to an indirect information leakage via

stock price movements related to R&D investments. Recent literature, however, argues that

prices in �nancial markets often take a more active role in providing to managers a source

of information2. Empirical studies also �nd strong evidence that �rms use the information

contained in their stock prices when making decisions on corporate disclosure, cash savings,

investment and takeovers3. In an industry where �rms watch closely their rivals�actions

while striving to protect their own secrets, it is thus plausible that once stock prices reveal

one �rm�s private knowledge about its innovation progress, this information will be employed

by its competitors in their decisions to make similar investments.

Some supporting evidence is uncovered in recent studies. Foucault and Frésard (2012)

�nd a positive relationship between a �rm�s investment and the market valuation of its peers,

the signi�cance of which depends on the stock price informativeness and competition level

in the product market. Ozoguz and Rebello (2013) show similar results and relate the link

further to economic and operating environment of the industry. Shi and Du (2012) investigate

the knowledge spillover among listed �rms, and they show that one �rm�s innovation success

may increase the market valuation of its industrial competitors. It is thus plausible that good

news about one �rm�s innovation investment makes its rival more optimistic about their own

1Brau and Fawcett (2006) report in a survey of CFOs that "Disclosing information to competitors" and
"SEC reproting requirements" are ranked the fourth and �fth factors in �rms�decisions to go public.

2The origin of the idea goes back to Hayek (1945), Dow and Gorton (1997), and Subrahmanyam and
Titman (1999), but it is formalized to the active informational role of prices more recently. See Bond,
Edmans and Goldstein (2012) for a survey on this topic.

3See for instance Chen, Goldstein and Jiang (2007), Bakke and Whited (2010), Edmans, Goldstein and
Jiang (2012), Fresard (2012) among others.
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opportunities and thus more incentivized to invest.4 Empirical evidence combined seems to

suggest that stock price informativeness amounts to an indirect information leakage in the

context of innovation investment, while a theoretical analysis is still missing.

To this end, I propose a simple model to address this indirect channel of information

leakage, and discuss its consequences in innovations and competition. Two �rms produce

di¤erentiated products and compete in a duopoly market. Both �rms have an opportunity

to invest in a risky process innovation which may reduce production cost with a positive

probability. If a �rm makes an investment at the beginning, it learns privately whether

the innovation succeeds at the intermediate stage. Meanwhile, the same information can be

acquired and traded on by some investors (speculators) in the stock market. Consequently,

this information may be partially revealed from share price to the competitor of the �rm.

The possibility that this leakage may occur is factored in ex-ante decisions on innovation

investment of both �rms, and it therefore provides an option of waiting that allows a �rm

to invest when learning more about the innovation prospect from share prices.

The indirect information leakage di¤ers in a fundamental way from the leakage caused by

mandatory disclosures. In equilibrium, the amount of information being revealed (de�ned as

the probability of leakage in this paper) depends on �rms�innovation strategies and traders�

incentives in the stock market. The reason behind is that when share prices feed back to �rms�

ex ante decisions, speculators�expected trading pro�t and thus their incentive of acquiring

information depend on the characteristics of the industry and the innovation including the

product demand, the success possibility and e¤ectiveness of the technology. The probability

of information leakage changes accordingly, and so is the option value, which then a¤ects

the equilibrium outcome. The two-way causality between product market interactions and

information e¢ ciency is little mentioned in the literature. Instead an exogenous probability of

information leakage is often imposed, typically in the studies focused on the trade-o¤between

a cheaper capital raised from the equity market and a more intensive competition caused

by an increased information disclosure5. In addition, the extent of mandatory disclosures in

R&D is limited to the related expenses, R&D acquisition and contracting6, which does not

4A good illustration of this e¤ect can be found in Choi (1991), who uses an example of the break-
through of cold super-conductivity in 1986 by IBM. IBM�s intermediate success made other �rms more
optimistic about this technology and increase their investment intensity. Similary, Austin (1993) observes in
the biotech industry that an intermediate success in R&D of one �rm leads to an increase in the valuation
of its competitors.

5See Brander & Lewis, 1986; Maksimovic, 1988; Chemmanur & Fulghieri, 1999; Clementi, 2002; Chod
and Lyandres, 2009, among others, for discussions about how di¤erent sources of �nancing, private debt or
equity, a¤ect �rms�innovation strategies, and the intensity of product market competition.

6See Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) 2, 68, 141 and 142.
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su¢ ce to reveal the actual progress of an innovation.

I show that the option value of waiting increases in the competition level of the industry

but decreases in the market size as well as the pro�tability of the investment. Compared to

the case without information leakage, the e¢ ciency in the product market is improved due to

either a reduced allocation of resources on unproductive innovation or e¤ective investment by

the follower based on a better knowledge about the innovation prospect. The e¢ ciency may

also be lowered when the option is too valuable and the innovation rent to the leader becomes

insu¢ cient such that it stops investing upfront. The equilibrium arises with no investment

in that case. This information leakage may be most bene�cial to �rms in a young industry

where innovation investments are less pro�table with a smaller market size and the market

competition is less intense, in contrast to industries in the late stage of their life cycles.

The impact of the feedback e¤ect further depends on the information environment when

the participation of speculators is endogenized. Speculators have incentive to acquire infor-

mation only when doing so incurs a cost comparatively smaller than the subsequent trading

pro�t. I show that their trading incentive increases in the success rate and the e¤ectiveness

of the innovation. It is also positively correlated with the market size in the industry. When

a speculator expects too low a pro�t from trading one �rm, he may then exit the market

and this �rm�s share price is no longer informative. This reduces the overall probability of

information spillover. As a result, the innovation rent to the leading �rm is raised while

the option value of waiting becomes smaller. When speculators expect their pro�t to be

su¢ ciently low relative to information cost, they no longer acquire information and partici-

pate in trading. Share price of both �rms, being uninformative, can no longer generate the

spillover.

Analogically, the impact of feedback also depends on the number of �rms that are publicly

traded. I discuss the implications speci�cally on the situation in which one �rm is already

listed and the other �rm considers going public. Its decision is now complicated by the fact

that going public increases the informativeness of share prices at the intermediate stage and

the option of waiting to the follower becomes more valuable.7 Given its competitor is already

listed, the follower �rm can bene�t from going public if the leader can still seize su¢ cient

rent after the probability of leakage increases. We then expect that follower �rms more

likely go public when the innovation is less costly and has a relatively high success rate and

uncertainty, and when the competition is less intense with a strong and inelastic demand in

the industry. These predictions, though derived from a di¤erent aspect, are consistent with

7It is consistent with the general intuition that having more �rms listed increases the aggregated infor-
mation revealed in stock price.
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the stylized facts that IPO waves usually occur during economic expansions and in a more

pro�table industry.8

Similar as suggested by Foucault and Frésard (2012), this model predict that followers�

investments are more sensitive to the price movements of leading competitors when their own

prices are less informative. The theoretical model of those authors gives only one duopolist

the opportunity to expand the production capacity and does not allow its competitor to

react. The strategic impact of the waiting option on the leader�s rent and therefore its ex-

ante decision are not considered in their model.9 Having this feature in this paper allows to

make predictions with more characteristics of the technology and the product market. For

example, the model suggests that after a private �rm�s IPO, its investment sensitivity to the

share prices of its competitors increases under the aforementioned conditions.10

In addition, the model provides a partial explanation for the empirical �ndings that public

�rms may invest less and have higher cash holdings than private �rms (e.g, Asker, Ferra-

Mensa and Ljungqvist (2011), and Ferra-Mensa (2011)). These authors relate the evidence

to either the agency problem or the implicit cost caused by mandatory disclosure for seasoned

equity o¤erings. From a di¤erent perspective, my model suggests that the problem can occur

when leader �rms are discouraged from investing upfront if the innovation rent is insu¢ cient

due to the information leakage. It can also occur when the follower �rms are saved from

making wasteful investment when share prices reveal bad news.

This paper also contributes to the literature of �rms�strategies in industries in the face

of weak intellectual property protection, and especially to process innovation that attracts

relatively less attention compared to product innovation. Often related to cost reduction,

process innovation is on average more di¢ cult to be patented compared to product innova-

tion. Good examples include the "no frills" revolution in air travel started by South West

Airlines, computerized reservation initiated by IBM and American Airlines, and new busi-

ness concepts like Groupon. These pioneering �rms could hardly prevents their competitors

from adopting a similar technology, while the second-mover advantage to the followers may

be prominent. The general features of a process innovation are thus contained in the model

proposed in this paper.

More importantly, knowledge spillover due to involuntary or strategic disclosures, as dis-

8See Pastor and Veronesi (2005) and Jong, Huijgen, Marra, and Roosenboom (2012).
9Similarly, in the paper of Spiegel and Tookes (2008) who investigate �rms��nancing choices for innovation

investment in a dynamic duopoly, only one �rm can invest in the technology upfront. The impact of the
waiting option on the ex-ante �nancing decision is not considered.
10That is, if their products are less similar and have a strong and inelastic demand from consumers, and

if the innovative technology is associated with low cost and relatively high success possibility.
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cussed in most of the innovation literature11, may not be suitable in the context of price com-

petition. As shown by Gal-Or (1986), voluntary disclosure is not optimal to the duopolists

in price competition when there exists an ex-ante uncertainty in the production cost. As a

result, a model of indirect information leakage via share prices captures well the knowledge

spillover among �rms competing in price, compared to a setup relying on �rms�disclosure

to shareholders. I thus neglect the discussion of �rms�voluntary and strategic disclosures of

innovation progress.12

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the setup of the model. Firms�equi-

librium strategies are computed in Section 3, and participation of speculators is discussed in

Section 4. Empirical implications are explained in Section 5. An extension is put in Section

6 to discuss the welfare in the product market and the participation of noise traders. Section

7 concludes. Proofs are relegated to the Appendix.

2 The Model

2.1 The timeline

The timing of the model is described in Figure 1. There are four dates in this model. Both

�rms have an opportunity to invest in a risky innovation at either date 0 or date 1. If one

�rm invests in this innovation at date 0, it will know privately at the next date whether this

innovation succeeds. Once an investment takes place in one �rm, speculators can acquire

private information about the success of the innovation trade on this information, and trade

on this information if that �rm is listed. If the other �rm decides not to invest at date 0,

it can choose either to do so at date 1 or forgo the investment opportunity, given the share

prices at date 1. Firms then compete in the product market at both date 2 and date 3,

and they liquidate at the end of date 3. Next, I explain in detail the assumptions about the

product market and the innovation.

2.2 The product market

The duopoly �rm i and j produce di¤erentiated products without capacity constraints.

They start at date 0 with the same marginal production cost, c, and they produce and sell

11See Jansen (2006 and 2008), Magazzini, Pammolli, Riccaboni and Rossi (2009), among others, who
investigate �rms� disclosure strategies regarding their innovations given the presence of product market
competition.
12The interested reader may refer to Gal-Or (1986) for more detail.
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Date 0

Date 1

Date 2

Date 3

Two firms have an option to invest in a risky innovation;

The option is still available; the firm that invests at date 0 learns
whether innovation succeeds.

The innovation invested at date 0 realizes its result and firms compete
in price.

The innovation at date 1 realizes its result and firms compete again;
and firms liquidate at the end.

Figure 1: The Timeline

at two dates (2 and 3). To make the computation more tractable, I follow most literature of

industrial organization by assuming that the duopolists in this economy share the information

about production cost before setting prices.13

Following Singh and Vives (1984), I assume that there exists a representative consumer

in the economy, who maximizes at both date 2 and 3 his utility function U(qi; qj)�
2P
i=1

piqi,

when consuming a quantity qi and qj of goods respectively from �rm i and j at price pi
and pj. U(qi; qj) is quadratic and strictly concave and symmetric in qi and qj for simplicity,

formally written as,

U(qi; qj) = �(qi + qj)�
1

2

�
q2i + 2qiqj + q

2
j

�
; (1)

where � > 0 and 0 <  < 1. The parameter  measures the substitutability between the

goods produced by two �rms. The higher is , the closer substitutes �rms�products are and

thus the �ercer their competition is. The following demand functions for the goods of �rm

13More drastic restrictions on the communication about production cost may not only lead to a convolution
in results due to the e¤ects from di¤erent sources, but also yield additional welfare losses since communication
between competing �rms enables more e¢ cient decision making in product market (Kuhn and Vives, 1995).
By simplifying the information structure that is less relevant to �rms�innovation decisions, I can draw clearer
inferences about the impact of the feedback e¤ect regarding the innovation progress.
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i maximizes the utility of the representative consumer,

qi =
(�� pi)�  (�� pj)

1� 2 (2)

Consequently, �rm i sets price pi to maximize its pro�t �i,

�i = (pi � ci)
(�� pi)�  (�� pj)

1� 2 . (3)

At date 0, the �rms possess the same production technology and face an innovation

decision that requires an investment I. This innovation will either decrease a �rm�s marginal

production cost by � with probability � or make no change with probability 1� �, � 2 (0; 1)
and 0 < � < c. The success of the innovation is assumed to be perfectly correlated across

�rms regardless of the timing of innovation, and this is common knowledge.14

For simplicity, I assume that the investment cost, I, remains unchanged from date 0 to

date 1. I also assume that it takes two periods for the invested innovation to exert in�uence

on cost reduction. More speci�cally, if one �rm invests at date 0, and the innovation succeeds,

production costs at date 2 and 3 are c��. If the �rm invests at date 1 instead, its production
cost at date 2 stays at c, and if the innovation succeeds, the cost changes to c� � at date 3
only. A �rm innovating at date 1, i.e., the follower, may thus be disadvantaged in the �rst-

stage product market competition at date 2, if the innovation of the leading �rm is found

to be e¤ective. This opportunity to invest in this innovation is no longer available after

the end of date 1.15 Firms�decision to invest in innovation is also assumed to be publicly

observable.16

2.3 The stock market

Three types of agents exist in the stock market. A competitive market maker earns zero

pro�t in expectation by setting share price based on his rational expectation of a �rm�s pro�t

when observing the submitted orders. There also exists a noise trader who either buys or

14This assumption can be relaxed by have an exogenous correlation between the success of the innovation
of each �rm, which would still make information leakage a problem. It is plausible given that innovation
depends on technological feasibility which is fundamental and largely comparable among �rms in the same
industry. Relaxing the assumption would not change the qualitative result, however.
15The presumed �nal liquidation of �rms makes it not optimal for �rms to invest in innovation later than

date 1, even if such an option is still available then.
16This may be obligatory for the �rms due to disclosure requirement, particularly when the innovation

investment is �nanced by the issuance of equity. This assumption also allows me to focus on the pure
equilibrium strategy.
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sells 1 unit of each listed �rm for liquidity reason.17 Finally, there are two speculators in the

stock market, who can acquire at date 1 the private knowledge regarding �rms�innovation

progress and trade on this information if pro�table. The speculators can only submit market

orders.

Share trading is assumed to occur at date 1 after innovating �rms acquire their own

private knowledge. Order �ows in the stock market are publicly observable. When only

one �rm innovates at date 0, this information can be used by their competitor to decide

whether to innovate at date 1. Speculators reap their trading pro�ts at date 2 when the

e¤ectiveness of the innovation is observed and �rms produce and sell. Note that I assume no

other information leakage or spillover in this economy. Consequently no private knowledge

about innovation progress will be revealed without informed trading in stock market. Also,

if no investment is made at date 0, speculators cannot know whether this innovation will be

successful, and hence they will not trade.

3 Firms�Equilibrium Strategies

3.1 A benchmark model with no feedback

I consider �rst the case in which there is no stock market. As previously speci�ed, �rms

know their rivals�marginal production cost just before they enter price competition. The

representative consumer chooses quantities of goods (qi; qj) to maximize the utility function

given in (1), and each �rm maximizes its pro�t given in (3). By deriving the �rst order

condition of the pro�t function with respect to pi, the best response function of price of �rm

i can be obtained as below,

pi =
1

2
[� (1� ) + pj + ci] . (4)

Solving the system of the response price functions of �rm i, we can obtain the optimal price

p�i for �rm i, i = 1; 2,

p�i =
� (1� )
2�  +

2ci + cj
4� 2 : (5)

The expression of p�j is symmetric to (5). Using the optimal price p
�
i and p

�
j , and the demand

function qi established in (2), I can then state the equilibrium pro�ts of �rms as functions

17In the Extension, I endogenize the trading incentive of the noise trader.
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of ci and cj,

�ci;cj =
1

1� 2

�
1� 
2� 

�2�
(�� ci) +

 (cj � ci)
(2 + ) (1� )

�2
(6)

Formula (6) shows that �rm i�s pro�t increases in its competitor�s cost cj. If �rm i

has invested in an innovation that shows e¤ectiveness in reducing its cost, �rm i would

prefer that its competitor does not invest in the same innovation, i.e., the strategic e¤ect

of technology adoption is negative under price competition. The information about the

innovation progress will not be revealed before the product market competition.18 Due to

the absence of knowledge spillover in the benchmark case, it is never optimal to invest at

date 1 if no �rm invests at date 0. This therefore leaves two pure strategies to each �rm,

either to "invest in innovation at date 0", denoted by L, or not to innovate at all, denoted

by N .

Strategy L and N complete �rms�action space 
 in the benchmark case, 
 = fL;Ng. 

provides four possible combinations of strategies (Ai; Aj) chosen by �rm i and its competitor

j, and each combination leads to a di¤erent expected pro�t for both �rms at either date 2

or 3. Since �rms have the same action space and symmetric payo¤s, the discussion of mixed

strategies does not render additional insights and is therefore skipped. I restrict attention

to pure strategy equilibrium in this paper.

To facilitate the illustration hereafter, I �rst compute and compare �rms�pro�t �ci;cj
under each realization of their production cost, ci; cj 2 fc; c� �g.

Lemma 1 The size of �rms� pro�t �ci;cj is ranked as follows: �c��;c > �c��;c�� > �c;c >

�c;c��.

Given the success rate of the innovation �, we can then compute the expectation of

�rm i�s payo¤, denoted by �i, under each strategy pair (Ai; Aj) chosen from 
. �i (Ai; Aj)

consists of �rm i�s pro�t at both date 2 and 3 as well as the cost of innovation if the

investment has taken place. As a result, if both �rms choose the same strategy, �i (L;L) =

2��c��;c�� + 2 (1� �)�c;c � I and �i (N;N) = 2�c;c. If, however, only �rm i invests in the

innovation, �i (L;N) = 2��c��;c + 2 (1� �)�c;c � I and �i (N;L) = 2��c;c�� + 2 (1� �)�c;c.
I derive the Nash equilibria and present the equilibrium conditions in Proposition 1.

Proposition 1 If I � ��I, (N , N) is the unique Nash equilibrium; if I � �I, (L, L) is the
unique Nash equilibrium; and the equilibria are (N , L) & (L, N), if ��I > I > �I, where

I = 2 (�c��;c�� � �c;c��), and �I = 2 (�c��;c � �c;c)
18Firm i has no incentive to reveal a good progress of its innovation. Neither would it reveal bad news,

since otherwise its competitor could perfectly infer the incidence of a successful innovation.
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Figure 2: Firms�Equilbrium Strategies - Prop. 1

I plot in Figure 2 the equilibrium strategies for a numerical example, in which  = 3
4
,

c = 3, � = 2 and the demand parameter � = 5. The parameter values remain unchanged for

the illustrations throughout the paper, unless indicated di¤erently. The required investment

I for the innovation is scaled on the vertical axis and the success rate � is on the horizontal

axis. The thresholds in the scale of required investment, �I19 and ��I, separate three regions

that represent �rms�strategies in di¤erent equilibria. Notice that both thresholds increase

in the success rate (�) as well as the magnitude of the cost reduction (�). Intuitively, the

investment in an innovation technology is more likely to be taken when the innovation has

a high probability to succeed and brings a bigger advantage in product market competition.

3.2 Equilibrium in a model with feedback

I now assume that there exists a stock market in the economy and both �rms are publicly

listed. All other assumptions regarding the competition in the product market remain as

previously stated. Compared to the benchmark case in which the innovation progress is

known only to the �rm that makes the investment, speculators can also acquire this private

information for trading purposes. This additional ingredient introduces an option: a �rm can

now choose to wait and make the decision at the intermediate stage (date 1) after observing

19The lower threshold I is zero when the degree of substitution is converges to 1 (i.e., the perfect substi-
tution).
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the order �ows or share prices in the stock market. If no �rm invests in the innovation

at date 0, there will be no private information for the speculator to acquire and trade on,

and consequently submitted orders will contain no private information. Product market

competition still takes place at date 2 and 3.

Each speculator is assumed to trade only one �rm�s shares, though they may have access

to the private information about both �rms. This assumption, simplifying the discussion of

the trading part of the game, can be justi�ed by the usual limits on exposure that a trader

is willing to take. Note that due to the competition between two �rms, good news for one

�rm can be bad news for its competitor if they are taking di¤erent investment strategies.

That is, even if only �rm i invests, to acquire and trade on the information of �rm i can be

pro�table to both speculators. While speculator i trades �rm i�s shares, speculator j can use

that information to trade in �rm j. Although speculators are allowed to choose any order

size to submit, speculators will follow nevertheless the optimal trading strategy de�ned by

the lemma below.

Lemma 2 Speculator i submits a buy (sell) order of size 1 of �rm i, when he knows that ei-
ther �rm i invests in the innovation and succeeds (fails) or �rm j invests and fails (succeeds).

Speculator j�s optimal strategy is symmetric to the speculator i�s.

Recall that the noise trader buys or sells 1 unit of both �rms�s shares with equal prob-

ability and there is no correlation in their orders across �rms. Let xi and xj denote the

order �ow of �rm i and of �rm j. It is straightforward to see that the trading direction of

speculators are hidden if xi = xj = 0, and their private information is not revealed. Based

on Lemma 1, Lemma 2 follows immediately.

Lemma 3 Stock prices are fully informative with probability 3
4
.

When prices are not informative, a �rm choosing not to invest upfront has to decide

whether to invest based on its prior belief. Continuing with the notation "L" and "N" as

in the benchmark case, I add two others for the strategies of the follower �rm: "F" de-

noting the strategy "to invest at date 1 only when order �ows reveal good news about the

innovation", and " eF" denoting "to invest at date 1 when order �ows reveal good news or
no private information". The action space for each �rm now consists of four pure strate-

gies, 
 = fL; F; ~F ;Ng. Given that �rm i leads in the innovation investment at date

0, the expected payo¤ to the other �rm with the new strategies F and ~F are, respec-

tively, �
�
5
4
�c;c�� +

3
4
�c��;c��

�
+ 2 (1� �)�c;c � 3

4
�I and � (�c;c�� + �c��;c��) + 2 (1� �)�c;c ��

1
4
+ 3

4
�
�
I. As stated in Lemma 4, ~F cannot be an equilibrium strategy, however.
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Lemma 4 It is a strictly dominated strategy to invest in the innovation at date 1 with no
additional information from the stock market.

The other strategies fL; F;Ng survive in equilibrium in the product market. For the

stock market, given that the pro�t functions of both �rms are publicly known, the market

maker is able to anticipate the best response in innovation strategy of the follower �rm,

and to set the share prices accordingly. The equilibrium is thus de�ned as follows: (i) A

trading strategy by each speculator that maximizes his expected payo¤, given the investment

strategies of the �rms, (ii) the innovation strategies by the �rms that maximize expected

�rm value given all other strategies, (iii) a price-setting strategy by the market maker that

allows him to break even in expectation, given the strategies taken by the speculators and

�rms.

Note that so far speculators are assumed not to bear any information cost and therefore

always have incentive to trade as long as there is some private information to acquire. This

allows me to focus �rst on the equilibrium in the product market, which are summarized in

the proposition below.20

Proposition 2 The equilibrium conditions remain unchanged as in Proposition 1 either

when � > 1
2
or when I � 1

2
I;

If I < 1
2
I, there is a unique equilibrium (N;N) when �~I � I < 1

2
I, for � 2

�
0; 1

2

�
;

(L, L) is the unique equilibrium if 0 < I < min
n

5�
2(4�3�)I;

1
2
I
o
;

(L, F ) & (F , L) are the equilibria if 5�
2(4�3�)I � I < min

n
�~I; 1

2
I
o
.

�I and I are de�ned as in Proposition 1, and ~I = 5
4
�c��;c +

3
4
�c��;c�� � 2�c;c.

I plot in Figure 3 the thresholds of equilibrium strategies in Proposition 2 in solid lines

in contrast to the dotted ones from Proposition 1. We observe the the same thresholds when

the investment cost is greater than 1
2
I that is the condition for the follower �rm not to invest

at date 1 even if share prices reveal good news. Proposition 2 also shows that when the

success probability � is above 1
2
, choosing F is no longer optimal for the non-leading �rm.

The intuition is that strategy F is preferable to the follower only if the wasteful investment

avoided by using the option of waiting overweights the expected competition disadvantage,

that is, (1� �) I > �
2
I. When � > 1

2
, this condition contradicts the threshold for investing

upon good news at date 1 (i.e., I < 1
2
I ).

20To assure the existence of a pure-stretegy equilibrium, I assume that the parameter � is not too large
such that ~I > 5�

2(4�3�)I when � =
1
2 , i.e., � < c+ �

20+(3�10)
6(2��2) .
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Figure 3: Firms�Equilbrium Strategies - Prop. 2

Moreover, the new strategy F and thus the option of waiting lead to fundamental changes

in Proposition 2 compared to the benchmark case. I �rst de�ne the option value of waiting.

Corollary 1 The option value of waiting is the bene�t to a �rm from choosing the strategy

F over L given its competitor chooses L, that is, �(F;L)� �(L;L).

The option value equals zero at the lower threshold of (L; F ) & (F;L) in investment cost,
5�

2(4�3�)I, above which (L;L) is replaced by (L; F ) & (F;L), since it is optimal for one �rm

to take advantage of the option and act as the follower. The option value is even higher in

the parameter region where a �rm switches its strategy from N to F and invest upon good

news at date 1. The e¢ ciency is improved in (L; F ) & (F;L) due to either a more e¤ective

investment at the intermediate stage or a reduced unproductive investment, since the option

allows �rms to invest with a better knowledge about the innovation prospect.

On the other hand, (L;N) & (N;L) are replaced by (N;N) in the region where strategy

F reduces the leader�s innovation rent to the extent that it no longer pro�ts from investing

at date 0. We thus observe a new threshold �~I between (N;N) and (L; F ) & (F;L). In this

scenario, informative leakage deters the investment upfront and lead to a lower e¢ ciency in

the industry.

We now take a careful look at how the option value varies with stock price informativeness

as well as the characteristics of the innovation and the product market.
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Corollary 2 The option value of waiting decreases in the success rate � and the demand
parameter �, and increases in the degree of product substitution  and the investment cost

I.

To illustrate the intuition of Corollary 2, let us look at point A, B and C in Figure 3.

For a given size of I, when the success rate is very small, for example at point C, the option

is very valuable since it prevents the follower from making a wasteful investment with a

high probability. Meanwhile the pro�tability of the investment at point C is not su¢ ciently

high, this deters the investment that would be made by leader without feedback. When �

approaches 1
2
, the option value becomes too small such that the region of (L, F ) & (F , L)

shrinks and �rms �nd it more pro�table to both invest up-front, such as at point A. The

analogy can be seen from the comparison between point A and B regarding the required

investment I.

Figure 4: Firms�Equilbrium Strategies - Competition Level 

Figure 4 shows the impact of  on equilibrium strategies, where � takes a value 0:4 and

the other parameter value remain unchanged. When  increases, products of �rm i and j

become closer substitutes, and the competition level in the industry increases. Expecting

its competitor to lead, a �rm has a lower incentive to invest at the same time, since the

pro�t function �ci;cj decreases in  if ci = cj. Naturally, the option value increases in . For

example, at point A in Figure 4 the option of delay has a low value such that both �rms
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invest upfront. When  increases to point B, one �rm takes the waiting option. While at

point C, the innovation rent to the leading �rm becomes too low, and the equilibrium (N;N)

emerges. Note that the information spillover does not a¤ect the equilibrium outcome when

 is approaching 1, i.e., products become perfect substitutes.

Figure 5: Firms�Equilbrium Strategies - Cost Reduction �

The market size in the industry also matters. Using the demand function in (2) and

the equilibrium price in (5), we can compute the intercept of the demand function and the

price elasticity of demand21. It is then easy to prove that a higher value of � is associated

with a larger intercept of demand and a lower price elasticity, and therefore a larger market

size in the industry. When the market size increases, competition advantage brought by

the innovation becomes more signi�cant and �rms are more inclined to invest upfront. The

option value of delay drops as a consequence.

Finally, the cost reduction � also matters to the impact of information leakage, as shown

by Figure 5 below in which � varies from 0 to 2, � = 0:4,  = 0:75 and � = 5. When �

is small the upper boundary of (L, F ) & (F , L), �~I, decreases in � more signi�cantly than

the lower boundary, and thus the main change brought by information leakage is to replace

(L, N) & (N , L) by (N;N). A small � makes the innovation investment less pro�table

particularly to the leader �rm and thus L becomes much less desirable. When � becomes

21The intercept of the demand function pi(qi = 0) equals � (1� )+pj , and the price elasticity of demand
Edi equals � 

1�2
pi
qi
.
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su¢ ciently large (i.e., � > 1 in the example shown by Figure 5), the e¢ ciency in the product

market is improved by and large.

It is clear so far that an industry bene�ts from the indirect information leakage when fac-

ing innovations associated with a moderate investment, high e¤ectiveness and uncertainty,

and when the competition level is relatively high. Informative share prices encourage inno-

vations and improve the e¢ ciency of innovation investment. This may �t an industry at the

growth stage of its life cycle, in which incremental innovations are frequently needed and

often e¤ective, required investment are lower than the introduction stage while uncertainty

is still high. The opposite can be said for industries at stages of maturity or decline, when

the prevailing technology is very mature and hence innovations carry little risk with small

impact on production and require lower investment.

4 Participation of Speculators

4.1 Speculator�s pro�t

To understand the trading incentive of speculators, I compute speculators�expected pro�t

and show how the pro�tability of their information acquisition can be a¤ected. Recall that

if no �rm innovates at date 0, no informed trading will occur at the next date since no

private information is there for acquiring. On the other hand, if both �rms invest at date

0, speculators still pro�t from trading, even though the revealed private information is no

longer used for �rms�decision making.

Assuming �rm i innovates at date 0, trading is pro�table to speculators only if xi =

xj = 0, in which case �rm j will not invest in the innovation at date 1. Given that the

pro�t functions of both �rms are publicly known, the market maker is able to anticipate the

optimal strategy of �rm j and quotes the price Pi and Pj as exactly the expected payo¤ of

�rm i and j, respectively,

Pi = �i (L;N) = 2��c��;c + 2 (1� �)�c;c � I (7)

Pj = �j (N;L) = 2��c;c�� + 2 (1� �)�c;c.

Speculators�trading pro�t is not related to the investment cost I due to the assumption

that �rms�investment actions can be observed by all agents. It however depends on other

parameters including the success rate of the innovation, the cost reduction and the parameter

� that characterizes the consumer demand. Using the demand function in (2) and the best
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response of price in (4) and the equilibrium price in (5), we can compute the intercept of

the demand function, and also the price elasticity of demand22. Substituting the equilibrium

price pi and qi, we know that the intercept of the demand increases in � while the price

elasticity decreases in �.

The next proposition summarizes how speculators�pro�t depends on �, � and �.

Proposition 3 The expected trading pro�t of the speculators decreases in the success rate
of innovation, �, when � > 1

2
, but increases in � when � < 1

2
. It monotonically increases in

both the scale of cost reduction, �, and the demand parameter �.

Relating to the equilibrium conditions in Proposition 2 and the option value of waiting

in Corollary 2, we know that when the required investment is very low, the option value is

low and thus both �rms are inclined to innovate at date 0. The information produced by the

speculators is thus less useful to �rms in the product market. When only one �rm innovates

at date 0 and the innovation has a larger impact on the production cost (a higher �), all the

thresholds in the equilibrium conditions stated in Proposition 2 increase. This then yields

a higher incentive for speculative trading since it becomes less likely that no �rm invests.

Also, a higher � makes the leading �rm more advantaged in competition if the innovation

succeeds, and the speculative trading becomes more pro�table as a result. Proposition 3 also

says that if the investment in the innovation is more risky, i.e., � closer to 1
2
, speculators have

a higher incentive to acquire and trade on the privation information, which enable �rms to

ride on better information set and thus improve investment decision.

4.2 Endogenized information leakage

Let us now assume that it costs � for each speculator to acquire information related to the

innovation progress. Speculators will participate only when � is lower than the expected

trading pro�t, i.e., their net expected payo¤ is positive.

As a result, three possible outcomes can arise corresponding to the size of � relative to

other parameters: both speculators exit the market and the equilibrium goes back to the

one in the benchmark (Proposition 1); both are active and we obtain the equilibrium as

in Section 3 (Proposition 2); one speculator quits and the other remains active when their

expected trading pro�ts are di¤erent. In equilibrium, �rms�ex ante innovation strategies

correspond to the number of active speculators in expectation. Since the trading incentive of

22The intercept of the demand function pi(qi = 0) equals � (1� )+pj , and the price elasticity of demand
Edi equals � 

1�2
pi
qi
.
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speculators is determined by the parameters characterizing the innovation and the industry,

as shown by Proposition 3, Lemma 5 follows immediately.

Lemma 5 The probability of information leakage is endogenized by the fundamentals in the
industry.

We already know the equilibrium strategies of �rms are de�ned by Proposition 1 when

both speculators quit the market. We next have a careful look at what may happen in equi-

librium with only one active speculator. Assuming only �rm i invests at date 0, speculators i

and j then earn �Si jL;N and �Sj jN;L, respectively, and it is easy to see �Si jL;N > �Sj jN;L.
When other parameters remain unchanged, an increasing � will �rst drive speculator j out

of the market, since trading the follower �rm�s shares yields a lower pro�t. This leaves

speculator i the only informed trader in the stock market, thereafter called the monopoly

speculator. That may as well take place, according to Proposition 3, if the cost reduction (a

lower �) is not su¢ cient, product demand is too low or too elastic (a low �), or the innovation

technology is less risky (� further away from 1
2
).

A direct consequence of having a monopoly speculator is that share prices are less infor-

mative than having both speculators active in the stock market. It is rather intuitive since

the market maker can no longer update his belief based on the total order �ows of both

�rms. See the Appendix for a complete proof for the following lemma.

Lemma 6 With a monopoly speculator, the probability of having information spillover is
reduced to 1

2
.

Note the logic of Lemma 2 always holds that the non-leading �rm will not invest at date

1 if the share price does not reveal any private information. It is then straightforward to

compute the expected pro�t of the monopoly speculator, �Si jL;N = 2� (1� �) (�c��;c��c;c),
twice as much as with two active speculators. Anticipating a monopoly speculator in the

stock market, �rms choose optimal innovation strategies as summarized in the proposition

below.

Proposition 4 The equilibrium conditions remain unchanged as in Proposition 1 either

when � > 1
2
or when I � 1

2
I;

If I < 1
2
I, there is a unique equilibrium (N;N) when �~I 0 � I < 1

2
I, for � 2

�
0; 1

2

�
; (L,

L) is the unique equilibrium if 0 < I < min
n

3�
2(2��)I;

1
2
I
o
; and the equilibria are (L, F ) &

(F , L) if 3�
2(2��)I � I < min

n
�~I 0; 1

2
I
o
, while (N , L) & (L, N) cannot be equilibria.

�I and I are de�ned as in Proposition 1, and ~I 0 = 3
2
�c��;c +

1
2
�c��;c�� � 2�c;c.
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Figure 6: Firms�Equilbrium Strategies - With a Monopoly Speculator

Using both Lemma 5 and Prop. 4, we can easily deduce Corollary 2.

Corollary 3 Having a monopoly speculator leads to a lower option value of waiting.

To understand the consequence of Corollary 3, I draw the thresholds of equilibrium

strategies conditioning on having a monopoly speculator (Prop.5) in Figure 6 by using the

solid lines, in contrast to the dashed lines that represent the thresholds of having two active

speculators (Prop. 3). We can observe that the upper bound for the required investment is

pushed up for the strategy pro�le (L;L). The intuition is that when share prices are less

informative with one active speculator and thus the option of waiting becomes less valuable,

it is less optimal for �rms to choose F . Typically when the required investment is relatively

small, it becomes optimal for both �rms to invest early in the innovation. On the other

hand, a lower probability of information leakage increases the expected payo¤ to the leader

when expecting its competitor to follow, such that the leader is less likely to be deterred.

As a result, the lower bound for (N;N) is raised, and the region with low e¢ ciency becomes

smaller.

Observe that the shaded area in Figure 6 represents the case in which that �rms�equilib-

rium strategies are a¤ected by the numbers of active speculators. Assume the values of all

other parameters are �xed except the information cost �. At point A, when � is signi�cant

such that none of the speculators �nd it pro�table to acquire information, it is optimal to
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have only one �rm invest at date 0. If � decreases to the point that the net payo¤ is expected

to be positive to the speculator of the leader �rm but not to the other one, the strategy

pro�les change to (L; F ) & (F;L). If � is su¢ ciently low such that both speculators �nd it

pro�table to trade, �rms nevertheless choose (N;N) since the leader �rm is now deterred

by the lower rent. Similarly, the follower �rm�s strategy at the point B and C is switched

from F to L when the speculator assigned to this �rm cannot earn su¢ cient trading pro�t

to cover its information cost.

The same reasoning applies to the case in which speculators� trading incentive varies

with �, � or � as in Proposition 4. Therefore, �rms�ex-ante innovation decisions have a two-

way causality with traders�incentive and thus the probability of knowledge spillover, both

determined by the values taken by the variables in this economy (i.e., the success rate of the

innovation, the required investment, the magnitude of cost reduction and the information

environment).

5 Empirical Implications

5.1 Listing decisions

An analogy can be seen between the number of active speculators and the number of publicly

listed �rms. Naturally, speculators cannot trade on their private information when both

�rms are private, which is less often seen than having some �rms private and other public.

I therefore discuss the implications speci�cally on the situation in which one �rm is already

listed and the other �rm considers going public.

To simplify the illustration, assume that the information cost is not large enough to

prevent speculators�participation. When �rm i is already listed and expected to be the

leader, �rm j has to decide whether to go public at the beginning of the game23. For

example, at point A in Figure 6, where the pro�tability of the innovation investment is

small due to a high investment and a smaller success rate (also a lower risk 8� < 1
2
), �rm

j going public ex ante changes the threshold between (L; F ) and (N;N) from the solid line

to the dashed line. That is, the leader now has little incentive to invest up front, and the

equilibrium (N;N) arises. Going public is apparently not desirable to �rm j in this case. In

contrast to point A, the pro�tability of the investment is higher at point B (a lower I) and

23The choice in IPO timing is out of the scope of this paper. While the issue is far more complex, it is
evident in a static setting that under the conditions opposit to the ones in Implication 1-3, the follower �rms
would strategically delay their IPO.
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point C (a higher �). By being listed, �rm j can switch its strategy from L to F thanks to

a higher probability of information leakage. The testable implication then follows.

IMPLICATION 1: The follower �rms are more likely to go public if the innovation

is associated with a lower investment and a higher success rate, and if there is a higher

uncertainty about the innovation.

Figure 7: Impact of Listing - Competition Level 

Similarly, the listing decision of the follower also depends on the level of competition in

the industry, which is characterized here by product substitution . As discussed previously,

the option value of waiting increases in . Therefore, given a low competition level (at Point

B in Figure 7), the follower �rm being listed pushes down the threshold of (L;L) such that

it can now bene�t from information leakage. When the competition is intense (at Point A),

having both �rms listed switch the equilibrium to the unfavorable (N;N). We therefore have

the second implication.

IMPLICATION 2: The follower �rms are more likely to go public if the similarity of

products in an industry is lower.

It is also interesting to see how �rms� listing decision may be changed from the per-

spective of the product market. Using Proposition 4, we know that speculators�expected

trading pro�t increases also in the demand parameter �. Similarly, I show �rms�equilibrium

strategies in Figure 8. The shaded area again represents the region where informed trading

in the stock market has an impact on �rms�strategies in equilibrium. The boundaries of
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the scenarios with di¤erent probabilities of information spillover (0, 1
2
and 3

4
) are shown,

respectively, by the dotted, solid and dashed lines. A similar pattern as in Figure 6 and 7

can be observed. For example, getting listed is appealing to the follower at point B (of a

higher value of �), but not at point A. The intuition behind is that when the consumption

expands given a higher �, �rms can obtain su¢ cient innovation rent to cover investment cost

since they can demand a higher price for their goods. If however the consumption shrinks

and demands are more elastic with a lower �, the rent to the leading �rm is reduced. Have

the second �rm been listed, the equilibrium (N;N) arises. Consequently, it is optimal for

the follower to remain private. Implication 3 then follows.

Figure 8: Impact of Listing - Demand Parameter �

IMPLICATION 3: The follower �rms are more likely to go public if the demand of

products are less elastic to the prices and if there exists large demand from consumers.

5.2 Investment activities

An important observation is that the industry incurs a lower investment at both point A and

B after going public. It happens either due to the deterred investment of leader at date 0

in the equilibrium (N;N) (e.g., point A) in which case neither of the �rms invest, or due to

a delayed investment taken by the follower conditioning on good news (e.g., point B). The

model thus provides a partial explanation to the empirical evidence that public �rms invest
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less and also hoard more cash than private �rms. For instance, Asker et al. (2011) �nd

that compared to private �rms, public �rms take fewer investments and they are also less

responsive to investment opportunities. These authors associate their �ndings with agency

costs. Farre-Mensa (2011) shows a higher cash holdings in public �rms, and relates it to

the �nancing need for future projects without incurring disclosure costs from raising equity

capital. Nevertheless, observing from Figure 6-8, we see that when the parameters take the

values not too high or too low, the increased information leakage does not have an impact

on the investment strategies. Implication 4 summarizes.

IMPLICATION 4: The amount of investment taken in an industry may be reduced when

more �rms are listed due to an enhanced information leakage. The impact is less signi�cant

when the characteristics of an industry and the technology in question are moderate.

When managers can learn from the stock prices of other �rms in the same industry, they

share the aggregated belief about the prospect of a certain technology and possibly behave

in a similar way. This indirect information leakage may thus contribute to explain why

public �rms may rationally herd in their investment decisions (See for example Scharfstein

and Stein (1990)). Comparing the thresholds of the equilibria stated by Proposition 1 and 2

in Figure 3, we can observe that public �rms have more correlated investment in the region

where only one �rm would invest given that both �rms are private, i.e., the region of (L;N)

in the benchmark case.

IMPLICATION 5: R&D investments among publicly-listed competing �rms are more

correlated, when the technology is associated with a relatively low cost and uncertainty, and

when their products are close substitutes with a high demand from the market.

This model also provides implications for the sensitivity of R&D investment to share

prices. Foucault and Frésard (2012) �nd that the investment of private �rms, after they

go public, are less correlated to their peers�prices, while my results suggest cross-sectional

di¤erences in the impact of one �rm going public on its investment sensitivity to share prices

of its competitors. As stated in the previous analysis, when the option of waiting is taken

into account in ex-ante investment decisions, the size of the option value relative to the

innovation rent determines whether �rms invest in the same (a similar) innovation after the

IPO of their rivals. From the perspective of investment sensitivity, a di¤erent interpretation

of Implication 1 to 3 is as follows.

IMPLICATION 6: After a private �rm is listed in the stock market, its investment

sensitivity to the share prices of its publicly-listed competitors increases if their products are

less similar and if the innovative technology is associated with lower cost, higher success
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probability as well as a strong demand from consumers. The sensitivity decreases otherwise.

It is worth mentioning that one technology can be adopted at di¤erent timings and brings

di¤erent bene�ts across industries, depending on the characteristics of each industry and the

functionality of the technology itself.24 It is hence subject to di¤erent investment costs and

implementation risks. Consequently, the link between investments and share prices should

show cross-sectional di¤erences for a given technology, which gives another interpretation of

Implication 5 and 6.

Last not the least, it is shown by a couple of empirical studies that a �rm�s investment is

less sensitive to its own share price when the share prices of its peers are more informative

(see Foucault & Frésard (2012), Ozoguz & Rebello (2013)). A similar implication can be

read from Section 4 in this paper from the perspective of follower �rms. Since the speculator

of the follower �rm earns a lower trading pro�t and thus has a lower incentive to participate,

share prices of followers are expected to be less informative, even more so when a �rm is

illiquid and less transparent, having less attention from �nancial analysts.

IMPLICATION 7: The investment of followers are more sensitive to the price movements

of leading competitors when their own prices are less informative.

Finally, information cost depends on the complexity of the innovation investment in ques-

tion as well as the cost of acquiring information. Cost to speculators can also come from

low transparency of �rms�disclosure policy and restrictions on short selling, both subject

to regulatory constraints. The regulatory concerns are particularly relevant to young and

innovation-intensive industries, which can bene�t largely from investment e¢ ciency pro-

moted by price informativeness. They also rely heavily on equity �nancing due to uncertain

and volatile returns, inherent riskiness of investment, and limited collateral value of intan-

gible assets.25 Even though this paper does not consider �nancial constraints, the results

nevertheless show from another perspective that a better functioning �nancial market helps

to encourage innovations in a those industries.

24For example, as a long-existed technology, the adoption timing of radio frequency identi�cation (RFID)
system varies largely from the early 1990s in factory automation to the mid-late 2000s in asset tracking in
the retail and banking industry. Another example is the launch of e-commerce across industries.
25See Stiglitz (1985), Stiglitz and Weiss (1981), Hall (2002), and Brown, Fazzari and Petersen (2009).
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6 Extension

6.1 Surplus in the product market

Regulators pay much attention to innovation investment at �rm level due to its vital impact

on technological development in the economy. I therefore discuss brie�y the changes in

welfare due to the presence of the feedback from the stock market. First, let us denote the

consumer surplus by CS. Using the formula CS = U (qi; qj)� piqi � pjqj, with U(q1; q2) as
the utility given in formula (1), it is straightforward to compute the expectation of consumer

surplus for each strategy pro�le (Ai; Aj), Ai; Aj 2 fL; F;Ng. By comparing the ex-ante
expectation of consumer surplus in di¤erent equilibria, I obtain the proposition below.

Proposition 5 The expected consumer surplus increases in the expected amount of innova-
tion investment.

In other words, the expected consumer surplus descends by the order of (L;L), (L; F ),

(L;N), and �nally (N;N). The information spillover thanks to the informative share prices

is bene�cial to the consumer when the non-leading �rm choosing the strategy F instead of

N compared to the benchmark case. It, however, has a negative impact either when �rms�

strategies change from (L;N) to (N;N) or when �rms choose (L; F ) over (L;L). As a result,

whether consumers bene�t from having more information revealed from the stock market

depends on the values taken by model parameters.

Combining the consumer surplus and the expected �rm pro�ts, we can obtain the ex-

pected total surplus (TS) in the product market. Using Proposition 2 and Proposition 3, we

know that the total surplus increases when the non-leading �rm choose the strategy F over

N , and it is reduced when �rms�strategies changes from (L;N) to (N;N).

Corollary 4 The expected total surplus in the product market is higher with a leader and a
follower �rm than with only one �rm investing. Given a small success rate, it also increases

when the strategy (L;L) is replaced by (L; F ) & (F;L). The total surplus is reduced when

the up-front investment is deterred such that �rms�strategy change from (L;N) & (N;L) to

(N;N).

Corollary 3 again shows that the impact from stock price informativeness on total surplus

in the product market has a similar pattern as on consumer welfare, except that it is inclusive

for the case in which the strategy (L;L) is replaced by (L; F ) and (F;L).
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6.2 Noise traders�private bene�t

In this subsection, I extend the analysis by endogenizing the participation of noise traders

and explore the impact on the equilibrium outcome. The assumption that noise traders are

completely disconcerned about their trading pro�t is more convenient rather than realistic.

To relax this assumption, I assume that there exists for each �rm a continuum of noise traders

with measure 1, who trade for exogenous needs of liquidity. Noise traders are indexed by ki
for �rm i (ergo kj for �rm j), which distinguishes the magnitude of their private bene�t of

having a position in the stock. I denote this bene�t by b, bki = (1� ki) � , where � signi�es
the common nature of the trading motive shared by noise traders, � > 0. Noise traders are

thus heterogenous only in the size of private bene�t. I de�ne the utility of noise trader ki as

uki =

(
bki, if Xki = zi

0, otherwise
, zi 2 f�1; 1g , (8)

where zi denotes the state of world and Xki is the trading order of the k
th noise trader of

�rm i. Noise traders of each �rm have the same preference for the size and sign of the orders

to submit. For instance, if zi = �1, the spectrum of noise traders of �rm i are in need of

liquidity and Xki equals �1. The realizations of z are uncorrelated across �rms, and noise
traders�preference between cash and share is decided by nature with equal probability.26

The realization of z is private information to noise traders.

Each noise trader plays strategically and thus participates only when the net expected

payo¤ is non-negative. As a result, there exists a k�thi noise trader of �rm i who is indi¤erent

between trading and otherwise, and all the others with ki > k�i will quit the market. Based

on the same argument as in Section 3, the threshold k�i determines the optimal trading size

of speculator i. By comparing speculator i�s expected pro�t to the kth noise trader�s private

bene�t, we can �nd the threshold k�i for the indi¤erent noise trader. We can express k
�
i as

k�i =

8<: max
�
1� �Si

�
; 0
�
, if 1� �Si

�
< 0

min
�
1� �Si

�
; 1
�
, if 1� �Si

�
> 0

. (9)

where �Si is the expected trading pro�t of speculator i. The result is summarized in the

lemma below.27

26If noise traders expect to have a liquidity shock with a positive probability, there will be a higher
probability for them to prefer cash over equity. To simplify the illustration, I assume that there is no other
shock to the liquidity need of noise traders.
27For the purpose of presentation, I leave the additional assumptions to the Proof of Lemma 6 in the
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Lemma 7 When �rm i innovates at date 0, �rm j�s decision will be changed by the size

of private bene�t to noise traders. If � � 2� (1� �) (�c;c � �c;c��), the feedback e¤ect no
longer prevails and �rms choose their optimal strategies as stated in Proposition 1. If � 2
(2� (1� �) (�c;c � �c;c��); � (1� �) (�c��;c � �c;c)], speculator i leaves the market and �rms�
optimal strategies are determined when speculator j trades as a monopolist, the feedback e¤ect

is weakened as described by Proposition 5. If � > � (1� �) (�c��;c � �c;c), both speculators
trade actively, and �rms�equilibrium strategies follow Proposition 2.

7 Concluding remarks

This paper is an attempt to investigate the process when share prices from the secondary

market trading feed back to �rms�innovating strategies. Using a simple setup in a di¤erenti-

ated Bertrand duopoly, I model an information leakage related to a risky process innovation,

which induces an intra-industry knowledge spillover and alters �rms�ex-ante decisions in

innovation investment. This spillover then provides �rms an option to invest as a follower

with better knowledge. It may also discourage the up-front investment and leads to a lower

e¢ ciency in the product market, when causing too large a decline of innovation rent to the

leading �rm. Neglecting this channel of information transmission may lead to inappropriate

inferences when considering publicly listed �rms.

The paper also demonstrates that, by considering the information cost to speculator, the

probability of incurring information leakage and hence its impact of the option value of wait-

ing are endogenized in equilibrium. The model therefore sheds light on the two-way causality

between the amount of information produced in the stock market and the fundamentals in

the real economy. It may also be interesting to consider a di¤erent design of information

structure. For instance, if �rms�investment action can not be immediately observed, the

information revealed in stock market may become more obscure. The optimal strategy of

both �rms and stock market participants will change accordingly. Another example is that

�rms may also have the ability to exert in�uence on its share price, such as participating in

proprietary trading. This aspect is not modelled in this paper but suggests a good direction

for future research.

Finally, one relevant question to ask is that when �rms�pre-commitments or strategic

disclosures already prevail, how stock trading contributes to technological advances by in-

troducing additional information. It is interesting to explore whether share trading acts to

Appendix.
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verify or to obscure the information being revealed via other channels28. The answer to this

question is out of the scope of this paper, but may provide policy makers with useful im-

plications in practice, particularly when the characteristics of di¤erent industries are taken

into account.
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8 Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1. It is easy to compute �rms�pro�t under each realization of production

cost (ci; cj).

�c��;c =
1

1� 2

�
1� 
2� 

�2 �
(�� c) + (2� 2) �

(2 + ) (1� )

�2
�c��;c�� =

1

1� 2

�
1� 
2� 

�2
(�� c+ �)2

�c;c =
1

1� 2

�
1� 
2� 

�2
(�� c)2

�c;c�� =
1

1� 2

�
1� 
2� 

�2 �
(�� c)� �

(2 + ) (1� )

�2
Since (2�2)

(2+)(1�) > 1 and �


(2+)(1�) < 0, 8 2 (0; 1), it is evident that �c��;c > �c��;c��
and �c;c > �c;c��. We therefore obtain �c��;c > �c��;c�� > �c;c > �c;c��.

Proof of Proposition 1. It is previously shown in Section 3.1 that �i (L;L) = 2��c��;c��+
2 (1� �)�c;c� I, �i (N;N) = 2�c;c, �i (L;N) = 2��c��;c+2 (1� �)�c;c� I, and �i (N;L) =
2��c;c�� + 2 (1� �)�c;c.
Therefore, for �rm i to deviate from L to N given its competitor chooses L, it must be

true that:
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�i (L;L)� �i (N;L) < 0 and thus I > 2� (�c��;c�� � �c;c��) = �I;
For �rm j to deviate from N to L given his competitor chooses N , it must be true that:

�j (N;N)� �j (L;N) < 0 and thus I < 2� (�c��;c � �c;c) = ��I,
Combining these two conditions, we can obtain the condition for the strategy pairs (N ,

L) & (L, N) to be the equilibrium. Due to the symmetry of the payo¤ matrix, if I > ��I,

(N , N) is the Nash equilibrium; and if I < �I, the equilibrium strategy pair is (L, L).

Proof of Lemma 2. There are two parts in this proof. The �rst is to show that it is

optimal for the speculators to submit an order with a �xed size 1. Since the noise trader

always submits an order of one unit for each �rm, the expected order �ow for a listed �rm

is zero. The market maker will then quote higher based on a total order �ow greater than

zero, or lower otherwise. The speculators would thus either easily expose their identities

by submitting an order with a whole size larger than one, or make lower pro�t by trading

fractional orders. The optimal way to hide his identity and obtain a favorable quote is to

submit an order of the same size as the one from the noise trader, regardless of the trading

direction.

Next, we consider the trading direction of the speculators. If both �rms make an in-

vestment at date 0, both speculators buy if the innovation succeeds and both of them sell

if otherwise. Now consider the case in which only �rm i invests at date 0 and learns at

date 1 that its innovation will succeed in reducing its production cost ci. Firm j is then

disadvantaged in price competition for at least one stage. Consequently, speculator i buy

one share of �rm i and speculator j submits a sell order of �rm j.

On the other hand, if only �rm i invests at date 0 but the innovation fails, �rm i incurs

a loss I. A failed innovation does not change the price competition in the product market,

it however lowers the liquidation value of the �rm. As a result, speculator i sells. As for

�rm j, it will not invest at date 1 when bad news are revealed by the total order �ow

(share prices). Neither will it when share prices are not informative, because the strategy

of investing at the intermediate stage without additional information from the stock market

is strictly dominated by the strategy of investing up front.29 Since the market maker is

uninformed when speculators�orders are hidden in the total order �ow, his quote of �rm j

must be lower than the actual liquidation value. Consequently, speculator j will submit a

buy order of �rm j.

29If share prices are not informative at date 1, the non-leading �rm has the same prior about the innovation
as before the game starts. Were it optimal for this �rm to invest then, it must be better o¤ to invest up-front,
by which it can be assured not to lose in product market competition at either date 2 or 3. The proof of
Lemma 3 formally shows this point.
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Proof of Lemma 3. The noise trader buys or sells 1 unit of both �rms�s shares with equal

probability and there is no correlation in their orders across �rms. Evidently, the total order

�ow of each �rm belongs to the set f�2; 0; 2g. Suppose only �rm i invests at date 0 and its

innovation succeeds. xi 2 f0; 2g and xj 2 f�2; 0g as a consequence. We observe immedi-
ately that there are four possible combinations of xi and xj, each attached with the same

conditional probability 1
4
. Given that �rms�innovating activities are publicly observable, the

good news of �rm i can be inferred by the other agents except when the order �ows of both

�rms are zero. More speci�cally, when (xi; xj) belongs to the set f(2;�2) ; (2; 0) ; (0;�2)g,
the private information ci = c � � is fully revealed by informed trading. Order �ows thus
reveal the private information with probability 3

4
conditional on that the innovation suc-

ceeds, thus a total probability 3
4
�. Similarly, the probability of revealing the information

that the innovation fails is 3
4
(1� �), and 1

4
(1� �) otherwise. Using the same algorithm, we

conclude that the probability of information revelation is the same for the case where both

�rms invests at date 0.

Proof of Lemma 4. From intuition, given that share prices are not informative, the

prior of the non-leading �rm about the innovation remains unchanged. Were it optimal for

this �rm to invest at date 1, it must be better o¤ to invest at the beginning of the game.

It is because, based on the same prior. the strategy L guarantees that a �rm does not

lose in product market competition at either date 2 or 3, compared to a possible loss from

competition at date 2 due to a late investment in innovation. Therefore, eF is dominated by
either L or F .

First, when �rm i leads in innovation investment and xi = xj = 0, the expected payo¤

of �rm j is � (�c;c�� + �c��;c��) + 2 (1� �)�c;c � I if it chooses to follow at date 1, and

2��c;c�� + 2 (1� �)�c;c otherwise. Comparing these two payo¤s, we know that only when
I < � (�c��;c�� � �c;c��), i.e., I < 1

2
�I, the follower �rm would prefer to invest at t = 1,

conditional on zero order �ows. I is as de�ned in Proposition 1.

Next, given �rm i chooses L, for eF to be optimal to �rm j there needs to be a pro�table
deviation from the strategy L, i.e., �j (L;L) � �j

�
~F ;L

�
< 0. This inequality requires

I > 2�
3(1��)I.

These two conditions, I < 1
2
�I and I > 2�

3(1��)I cannot be both satis�ed at the same

time, 8� 2 (0; 1). (L, eF ) and ( eF , L) thus cannot be Nash equilibria.
Proof of Proposition 2. First, I compute the equilibrium conditions for the strategy pairs

(L, F ) and (F , L). The expected payo¤of �rm i choosing the strategy F when its competitor

chooses L, is �i (F;L), �i (F;L) = �
�
5
4
�c;c�� +

3
4
�c��;c��

�
+2 (1� �)�c;c� 3

4
�I. For (L, F ) &
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(F;L) to be a Nash equilibrium, we again need to have a pro�table deviation for �rm i from

the strategy L to F when �rm j chooses L. �i (L;L)��i (F;L) = �
�
5
4
�c��;c�� � 5

4
�c;c��

�
��

4�3�
4

�
I < 0, which gives I > 5�

2(4�3�)I. Considering that �rm i prefer not to invest at t = 1

based on zero order �ows if I > 1
2
�I, 5�

2(4�3�) >
1
2
� , 8� 2 [0; 1], two conditions are satis�ed

when I > 5�
2(4�3�)I:

It is similar to compute the condition for a �rm to deviates from N to F given that its

competitor chooses L, since the �rm should �nd it pro�table to invest in the innovation upon

observing a good signal from share trading. We need to have �i (N;L)��i (F;L) < 0, that
is, I < (�c��;c�� � �c;c��) = 1

2
I. Notice that when � > 1

2
, the inequality 5�

2(4�3�)I < I <
1
2
I

does not hold, and thus the strategy (L, F ) cannot result in the equilibrium if � > 1
2
.

Next, we already know that �rm j deviates from L to N when I > �I if �rm i�s strategy

is L. Combining the condition for �rm j to deviate from F to N when �rm /i chooses L,

that is, I > 1
2
I, it is evident that for � � 1

2
both inequalities are satis�ed when I > �I, and

for � < 1
2
, I > 1

2
I su¢ ces. From the proof of Proposition 1, we show that �rm i does not

deviate from L to N when �rm j chooses N if I < ��I. The conditions for (L;N) and (N;L)

to be equilibria is, if � > 1
2
, thus �I < I < ��I.

If � � 1
2
, we then need to compare 1

2
I and ��I. If � > 1

2
I
�I
, i.e., 1

2
I < ��I, we can easily

observe that the condition for (L;N) and (N;L) to be equilibria is 1
2
I < I < � �I, and the

conditions for (L; F ) and (F;L) to be equilibria is 5�
2(4�3�)I < I <

1
2
I.

If however � < 1
2
I
�I
, i.e., 1

2
I > ��I, the conditions I > 1

2
I and I < ��I are contradictory.

Consequently, 8� < 1
2
I
�I
, when ��I < I < 1

2
I and �rm i chooses strategy N , it is pro�table for

the other �rm to deviate from L to N . Also, if �rm i chooses L, the other �rm prefers F

over N , which nevertheless leads to a pro�table deviation for �rm i to give up the strategy

of leading. The strategy pair returns to (N;N). In other words, expecting the other �rm to

choose F , �rm i deviates from the strategy L to N and the other �rm can no longer enjoy

the spillover as a follower. This is pro�table for �rm i if �i (L; F ) < �i (N;N), that is, if I is

higher than �
�
5
4
�c��;c +

3
4
�c��;c��

�
� 2��c;c. We therefore reach a unique equilibrium (N;N)

when I > �
�
5
4
�c��;c +

3
4
�c��;c��

�
� 2��c;c.

By the same algorithm, for (L, L) to be a Nash equilibrium, we need to ensure when one

�rm chooses L and the other one �rm cannot pro�t from deviation by choosing any other

action except L. That leads to the inequalities below:

�i (L;L)� �i (F;L) > 0 =) I < 5�
2(4�3�)I;

�i (L;L)� �i
�
~F ;L

�
> 0 =) I < 2�

3(1��)I;

�i (L;L)� �i (N;L) > 0 =) I < �I.
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Notice that 5�
2(4�3�) is always lower than

2�
3(1��) and it is lower than � when � <

1
2
. Combin-

ing also the conditions obtained in the proof of Lemma 2, we can then obtain the equilibrium

conditions in this proposition, that is, if � < 1
2
, (L, L) is the equilibrium when I < 5�

2(4�3�)I;

if � > 1
2
, (L, L) is the equilibrium when I < �I.

Proof of Corollary 2. The option value of waiting is the di¤erence in one �rm�s expected

pro�t choosing between the strategy F and L when its competitor invests at date 0, which is

�i (F;L)� �i (L;L) =
�
1� 3

4
�
�
I � 5

8
�I. The �rst order derivative with respect to parame-

ter �, I, �, are, respectively, �3
4
� 5
8
I < 0, 1� 3

4
� > 0, and� 5(2�2)��

2(2�)2(1+)(2+) < 0. Its �rst order

derivative with respect to  is
4(��c)(1�)2(8+2(�6+(4+(7+2))))�+4(8+(�2+2)(4+(�1+(�2+(3+)))))�2

(4�2)3(1�2) ,

which is positive 8 2 (0; 1).
Proof of Proposition 3. Recall that speculators obtain perfect signal of the state of the

world. Speculator i thus learns good news for �rm i with probability �, and makes a pro�t

(2�c��;c � I)�Pi from a buy order of �rm i. Similarly, he earns Pi�(2�c;c � I) when learning
bad news, which occurs with probability 1��. Given the probability of having zero order �ows
being 1

4
, speculator i0s ex-ante expected pro�t is � (1� �) (�c��;c��c;c), denoted by�Si jL;N .30

Similarly, the expected pro�t of speculator j, �Sj jN;L, is � (1� �) (�c;c � �c;c��). Using the
same algorithm for the case of both �rms investing at date 0 with Pi = Pj = �(L;L), we

know both speculator i and j expect to earn � (1� �) (�c��;c�� � �c;c).
�Si (Ai; Aj) for each (Ai; Aj) is concave in � and linear in � and �. By taking the �rst

order derivative of �Si (Ai; Aj), with respect to �, we see that all derivatives are negative

when � > 1
2
and positive otherwise. Similarly, the �rst order derivatives of �Si (Ai; Aj) for

each strategy pro�le is positive respect to both both � and �.

Proof of Lemma 6. This lemma concerns the case where speculator j exits the stock mar-

ket while speculator i continues to acquire information and trade in �rm i31. The feasible set

of order �ow is f�2; 0; 2g for �rm i , and f�1; 1g for �rm j. So the possible combinations are
f2; 1g, f2;�1g, f0; 1g, and f0;�1g when the innovation is successful, and f�2; 1g, f+2;�1g,
f0; 1g, and f0;�1g when the innovation fails. Evidently, the order submitted by speculator
i is hidden when the set (xi; xj) 2 f(0;�1) ; (0;+1)g, which occurs with probability 12 . The
share price Pi is thus informative with probability 1

2
.

Proof of Proposition 4. The threshold for the follower �rm to invest based on observing

good news in the share price is not a¤ected by the probability of information revelation in the

30The di¤erence in notation is to indicate that N is the ex post action taken by �rm j upon observing
zero order �ows.
31Even without limits of exposure, it can be shown easily that trading only �rm i�s shares is more pro�table

than trading in both �rms which would reveal private information with probability 3
4 .
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stock market. As a consequence, the equilibrium conditions do not change from Proposition

1 when I � 1
2
I. If I < 1

2
I, using the same algorithm as in the proof of Proposition 2,

we can �nd the boundary conditions for the leading �rm deviates to N when expecting its

competitor to invest based on good news. That is, if I > �
�
3
2
�c��;c +

1
2
�c��;c��

�
� 2��c;c,

there is a unique equilibrium (N , N). Similarly, �rm i deviates from F to L when expecting

the other �rm to choose L, if I < 3�
2�� (�c��;c�� � �c;c��), which gives the condition for the

unique equilibrium (L, L).

Proof of Proposition 5. Let CStAi;Aj denote the sum of consumer surplus at date

t in the equilibrium where �rms choose the action (Ai; Aj), and let cti, p
t
i, and q

t
i denote

the production cost, price and the output for �rm i at date t, t = 2; 3. The innovating

�rm will have the production cost c � � with probability �, or c otherwise. For example,
when (Ai; Aj) = (L;L) and the innovation is successful, product prices and demands can be

computed: p2i;j = p
3
i;j =

(1�)�+c��
2� , q2j = q

3
j =

��c+�
(2�)(1+) .

The total consumer surplus over two stages is, conditional on that the innovation succeeds,

the sum of CS2L;Lj� and CS
3
L;Lj�, which equals

2(��c+�)2

(2�)2(1+) . This expression can be simpli�ed to
2
1��c��;c��, using the notation de�ned in (8). Similarly, if the innovation fails, the consumer

surplus over date 2 and 3 is 2(��c)2

(2�)2(1+) , expressed by
2
1��c;c by the notation in (9). The

ex-ante expected consumer surplus is therefore 2
1� (��c��;c�� + (1� �)�c;c) if both �rms

innovate at date 0, and 2
1��c;c if no �rm invests.

Using the same method, I compute the expected consumer surplus for the equilibrium

(L;N). CSL;N equals 2�CS2L;N j� + 2 (1� �)CS2L;N j1��, as the surplus will have the same
value at both dates. Similarly, let CSL;F denote the expected consumer surplus for the

equilibrium (L; F ). We know already from Lemma 2 that the non-leading �rm will follow

at date 1 only when order �ows reveal good news. CSL;F thus consists of two parts; the

expected consumer surplus at date 2, which is equivalent to 1
2
CSL;N , and the surplus CS3L;F

(at date 3). CS3L;F includes
3
4
�CSL;Lj� when good news being revealed, 34 (1� �)CSL;N j1��

when bad news being revealed, and 1
4
CSL;N when order �ows reveal no private information.

CSL;N j1�� = CSL;Lj1�� since the production cost of both �rms remains unchanged if the

innovation fails. The expression for CSL;F can then be simpli�ed to 5
8
CSL;N +

3
8
CSL;L. The

di¤erence between CSL;L and CSL;F is thus 58 (CSL;L � CSL;N), which is positive because of
the following.

The sum of consumer surplus over two stages conditioning on the innovation success is

the sum of CS2L;Lj� and CS3L;Lj�. If innovation succeeds, the total consumer surplus equals

to 2(��c+�)2

(2�)2(1+) , which can be expressed by
2
1��c��;c�� by using equation (8). Similarly, if the
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innovation fails, the total consumer surplus over two stages is 2(��c)2

(2�)2(1+) , expressed by
2
1��c;c

by equation (9). CSL;L then equals 2
1� (��c��;c�� + (1� �)�c;c) if both �rms innovate at

date 0.

CSL;L � CSL;N
= 2

1� (��c��;c�� + (1� �)�c;c)�
h
2�CS2L;N j� +

2(1��)
1� �c;c

i
= 2�

�
�c��;c��
1� � CS2L;N j�

�
By using formula (1), we can obtain CS2L;N j�,

CSt2L;N j� = �
2��2c+�
(2�)(1+) �

�2

2(1�)2(2+)2 �
(1�)(�2+pipj)�(p2i+p2j)+2pipj

1�2 , where pi = c� �, and
pj = c.

�c��;c��
1� � CS2L;N j� =

�(2(��c)(1�)(2+)2+�(4�32�23))
2(�4+2)2(1�2) , which is negative only when  is

su¢ ciently close to 1. Note that when products become very close substitutes, �rms will

choose (L;N) & (N;L) in equilibrium and the consumer surplus for (L;L) no longer concerns

us. Therefore, CSL;L is greater than CSL;N . CSL;F is then also greater than CSL;N since

the di¤erence between them is 3
8
(CSL;L � CSL;N).

At last the di¤erence between CSL;N and CSN;N is 2�
�
CS2L;N j� �

�c;c
1�

�
. It can be sim-

pli�ed to �
(2�)2(1+)

�
a� c+ �(4�32)

2(1�)(2+)2

�
, which is positive. We thus know that CSL;N >

CSN;N .

Proof of Lemma 6. To restrict the analysis to pure strategy equilibrium, I assume �rst

that whether speculators acquire information is publicly observable. Next, if the parameters

take values as such all noise traders quit trading and so do the speculators. Expecting the

exit of speculators, noise traders may however want to return to the market. To simplify the

analysis, I assume the market maker�s pricing rule to be that he would consider the orders

as being submitted by the speculators and set the prices disadvantageous to noise traders. I

also let the information cost � be trivial here to simplify the analysis, which however makes

speculators strictly prefer not to participate when expecting to earn zero pro�t.

In the case where only �rm i innovates at date 0, it is easy to see ~�Si > �
S
i >

~�Sj > �
S
j

based on the computation of speculators�expected pro�t. Formula (14) then enables us to

conclude that ~k�i < k
�
i <

~k�j < k
�
j . When both �rms �nd it optimal to innovate at date 0 with

informed trading in stock market, their strategies stay the same with or without feedback

e¤ect. Due to the symmetry in speculators�trading pro�t, either both speculators submit

orders of equal size, that is, k�i = k�j = min
�
1� �Si (L;L)

�
; 1
�
. Or it occurs that � is so low

that both k�i and k
�
j fall to zero. Consequently no noise trader �nds it pro�table to trade

and stock market breaks down. We go back to the economy in the benchmark case. Firms�
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optimal strategy in innovation remains unchanged, however.

Next, consider the case in which �rms�equilibrium strategies are a¤ected by the feedback

e¤ect. For the case where �rm i leads in innovating and �rm j follows at a later date, it is

easy to obtain k�i = 1� �
�
(1� �) (�c��;c��c;c) and k�j = 1� �

�
(1� �) (�c;c��c;c��), k�i < k�j .

If k�i = 0 but k�j > 0, that is, noise traders quit trading �rm i and leave speculator j the

monopolist. The expected loss to the noise trader of �rm j is thus 2� (1� �) (�c;c � �c;c��)
that determines the new threshold for the noise traders of �rm j, denoted by ~k�j , ~k

�
j < k

�
j . If

� is even lower than 2� (1� �) (�c;c � �c;c��), i.e., noise traders of �rm j would incur a loss

higher than their private bene�t when speculator j is the monopolist. As a consequence, all

noise traders quit and market breaks down completely.
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